UPLC-QTOF-MSE -based diagnostic product ion filtering to unveil unstable C6 -C2 glucoside conjugates in Forsythia suspensa.
Forsythia suspensa contains C6 -C2 glucoside conjugates (CCGCs) that are chemically unstable, thereby hindering their isolation and purification. In the present study, ultra-performance liquid chromatography-quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry (UPLC-QTOF) was utilized to screen and identify unstable CCGCs in the fruits and leaves of F. suspensa without any tedious isolation and purified process based on independent information acquisition (also called MSE ) and individual MS/MS experiments. Diagnostic product ion filtering (DPIF) was further applied to mine unknown analogs in MSE high energy levels based on characteristic m/z of key substructures. A modified nomenclature for CCGCs is hereby proposed to facilitate discussions. Possible fragmentation pathways of major types of known CCGCs were proposed and used for deducing their structures. A total of 8 potentially new CCGCs were discovered and initially identified. The accuracy of their identification was further verified by structural elucidation of 3 unstable CCGCs isolated from the fruits of F. suspensa using 1D and 2D-NMR spectroscopy. The established UPLC-QTOF-MSE -based DPIF technique facilitates the rapid discovery and direct identification of unstable CCGCs in fruits and leaves of F. suspensa.